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Abstract
 It is pointed out by many teachers and researchers that English picture books are effective materials 
for teaching English to young learners (TEYL). This paper attempts to show why and how English 
picture books are effective, based on the concept of cognitive tools (CTs) - found in Kieran Egan’s 
Imaginative Approach (IA) - in education. Specifically, I look at CTs embedded in certain picture books 
and demonstrate how these CTs foster oral language according to Egan’s IA. Thus, this paper aims to 
highlight the effectiveness of English picture books for TEYL.
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????????TEYL ????? CTs ????
????? (story)??? (metaphor)???? 
(binary opposites)??????????? (rhyme, 
rhythm and pattern) ??????? (joke and 
humor)????? (mental imagery)??????
?p l a y??? ( m y s t e r y )?????? ( l i v i n g 



























?????Leo Lionni? Swimmy 15)????? / 

















Eric Hill?Where’s Spot? 16) ???????? Sally
???? Spot????????????????
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??????????????? (onset) ???? 
(rime)????????????????????
??bed??b /b/ (onset)? ed /ed/ (rime)???
??????????????????? (rhyme)
???? (rime)??????????????? 












?????Dr. Suess ??????The Cat in the 
Hat21), Hop on Pop22)?????????????
??????????????UP/ PUP/ Pup is 











    and he dialed: DANton-ten-six - 
    ?Nurse,? he said, ?it's an appendix!?
    Everybody had to cry -
    not a single eye was dry.
    Madeline was in his arm
    in a blanket safe and warm
? , ???? six/ appendix?? , ???? cry /
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????????Bill Martin Jr. ? Eric Carle ?








       ?????????????????  ?
    Brown bear, brown bear, what do you see?
???? ?    ?? ????   ?




?????????? Brown Bear ??Eileen 
Christelow ? Five Little Monkeys Jumping on 





























??????????? Nick Sharratt ????
????????Sharratt???????????
????????????????? CT????
??????????????Shark in the Park 28)
???????????????????????




















Timothy Pose is looking through his telescope. 
He looks at the sky. He looks at the ground. He 
looks left and right. He looks all around. And 
this is what he sees.??????????????
Timothy ??? ?THERE?S /A SHARK/ IN 
THE PARK!?????????????????
? shark / park ? rhyming words ??????
???????????????????????
????????????????????????






















Ehlert? Color Zoo 30)?????????????
lion, ox, monkey snake ???????????





















??????????? Nick Sharratt ???













    What's' brewing 
    in the
    Witch's kitchen?
    Open it left or open it right,
    It might not be dreadful 
    but then it just might!
What's ? in the witch's kitchen? ???? Open 
it left or open it right, ( ???????????
???Open it up or open it down??????? )
?????????????????????





































???????????Eric Carle ? From Head 




??? ?I am a penguin/ and I turn my head./ 
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